
Intratec Water & Utility Costs Methodology

Introduction

What are Intratec Water & Utility Costs?

Intratec Water & Utility Costs deliver trustworthy and independent numbers which allow users to

assess  utilities  costs  worldwide.   This  product  includes  generation  costs  data  and  purchasing

prices of key utilities commodities. For each utility commodity,  cost data are presented in many

countries  grouped  into  world  regions.  The  utilities  commodities  and  countries  covered  can  be

checked at https://intrat.ec/iwuc-brochure.

A new value for each available series is released every month, according to the schedule presented

at  https://intrat.ec/release-schedule. The database includes, for a given utility commodity in each

covered  country,  monthly  average  cost  data  starting  in  January  2007  and  forecasts  covering  a

rolling 9 months forward.

Intratec Water  & Utility  Costs rely  on artificial  intelligence to generate valuable  water  and utility

costs data from huge amounts of publicly available foreign trade data gathered monthly by robots

developed by Intratec.

Intratec Water & Utility Costs Uses

Intratec  Water  &  Utility  Costs  can  be  used  by  a  variety  of  companies  including  commodity’s

producers, engineering firms, consulting firms, construction companies, and investors. Some of the

key uses of Intratec Water & Utility Costs include:

* Learn utility generation costs;

* Assess utility costs impact on production economics;

* Evaluate different utility supply alternatives; 

* Elaborate internal commercial studies;

* Develop investment analyses.
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Some examples of how to use the utility costs can be found in Intratec Water & Utility Costs User

Guide.

Concepts

Utilities Generation Costs & Utilities Purchase Price

To fully understand and make a better use of Intratec Water & Utility Costs, it is necessary to know

that two types of data are presented: (1) Generation Costs; and (2) Purchase Prices.  Both types of

data are better described below.

Generation Costs

The generation cost figures represent estimates of the operating costs of the utility system. More

specifically, for the case of the utilities covered in the Intratec Water & Utility Costs, the generation

costs are detailed below.

* Compressed air  generation costs include costs with air filters replacement, electricity required

to drive air compressors, maintenance.

* Process water generation costs include costs with raw water,  chemicals,  resins replacement

and electricity.

* Demineralized  water  generation  costs  include  costs  with  raw  water,  chemicals,  resins

replacement and electricity.

* Cooling  water  generation  costs  include  costs  with  clarified  water  make-up,  chemicals  and

electricity required to drive cooling tower and pumps motors.

* Chilled water generation costs include costs with refrigerant make-up and electricity required to

drive compressor and pumps motors.

* Steam  generation  costs  include  costs  with  fuel,  boiler  feed  water  make-up,  chemicals,

maintenance related to boiler operation.

It  is  worth  to  mention  that  the  component  related  to  a  return  on  the  capital  employed  is  not

considered in the generation costs presented.

Purchase Price
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The  purchase  price  figures  presented  consist  of  estimates  for  the  values  paid  by  an  industrial

customer for the utility supplied by a typical large-scale off-site facility.

It is assumed that such utility system is part of a commodities manufacturing complex, and that

the demand of such industrial customer is absorbed by the existing capacity. In this context, the

industrial customer is not the owner of the utility system, in such a way that the price paid covers

not only operating costs of the large-scale off-site facility (as presented in the case of generation

costs), but also a return on the capital investment employed in the construction of such facility.

Data Point Status

Within a cost series presented in the Intratec Water & Utility  Costs,  each data point  is  indicated

with one of the following statuses: 

* Final  –  A  historical  value  is  displayed  as  final  when  every  component  of  the  utility  cost  is

obtained  from  consolidated  data  of  official  statistics  (released  by  national  governments,

international organizations or any other sources used by Intratec). It is not reviewed unless a major

change is needed.

* Preliminary  –  The  preliminary  status  is  employed  for  historical  values  obtained  through

mathematical models or preliminary data from official statistics when the consolidated data for a

country  are  delayed.  Preliminary  values  are  replaced  by  final  values  as  soon  as  they  become

available.

* Forecast – It refers to a prediction of the utility cost based on statistical models.

Methodology

Intratec Utility & Water Costs are estimated with robust cost models,  built  based on established

cost estimating techniques that have been consistently tested and validated for over ten years by

major global corporations who use Intratec's utilities cost estimates.  For each country covered,

Intratec gathers key variables that impact on the utility commodities costs, defines the facility size

of  each  utility  commodity,  and  combine  all  elements  into  cost  estimation  models  for  the

calculation of the utility’s costs.

Key Variables

The key variables used in Intratec models for estimating utilities costs are listed below.
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* Labor costs.   It  refers to the expenditures incurred by the employer to employ a worker and

impacts  on  the  operating,  supervision,  and  maintenance  labor  and  as  well  as  overhead  costs

related to the utility facility operation.

* Construction costs inflation.  It represents how the capital costs related to the construction of

industrial facilities vary and impacts on maintenance material.

* Energy costs.  Energy costs represent one of the main impacts in utilities costs.  For instance,

electricity required to drive air compressors and fuel burned in boilers consists in the main input

required respectively for compressed air and steam generation.

Utility Systems Capacities

The costs of a given utility  are dependent on the size of the facility  built  to generate it.   In this

context, for each utility system a capacity that is representative when it comes to the production of

commodities was defined.  The table below presents the capacity assumed for each commodity

for both generation costs and purchased prices estimation.

Utility Generation Cost Purchase Price Remarks

Chilled Water 800 kJ/s Supply temperature = 5 °C

Chilled Water 800 kJ/s Supply temperature = 5 °C

Cooling Water 2,700 m³/h 3,300 m³/h

Process Water 10 m³/s 0.01 m³/s

Demineralized Water 1 m³/s 0.02 m³/s

Compressed Air 100 Nm³/s 1 Nm³/s

Steam (HP) 40 kg/s 40 kg/s Steam pressure = 40 bar

Steam (MP) 40 kg/s 40 kg/s Steam pressure = 8bar

Steam (LP) 40 kg/s 40 kg/s Steam pressure = 3 bar

How Data Are Gathered

Of  course,  to  ensure  the  highest  quality  of  the  utility’s  costs  estimated,  the  data  that  feed  the

Intratec  models  must  be  the  best.  In  this  sense,  Intratec  largely  gathers  useful  data  for  cost

calculations from public sources,  i.e.,  national governments’  statistics bureaus and foreign trade

agencies,  international  organizations,  as  well  as  futures  markets  exchanges.  The  data  gathered
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include  prices,  indexes,  economic  indicators,  transactions,  bids,  offers,  volumes  and  any  other

information that can make a material contribution to cost calculations or forecasts.

The automated extraction relies on Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) either provided by

the data sources or developed by Intratec. Requests are automatically according to the sources’

update schedule and the data retrieved by the API enter an automated workflow for data integrity

check.

Some specific data sources demand manual  collection.  In such cases,  to prevent errors derived

from human mistakes, the same collection process is performed by two independent professionals

and the result is cross-checked through computer algorithms. If any differences are found in the

data collected, a third professional reviews the data and checks the original source to attest which

are the correct data. Once the manually collected data passes cross-checking step, they are sent to

automated workflows for further testing and validation to confirm that they are correct.

A  second  layer  to  certify  data  integrity  consists  of  collecting  the  same  data  set  from  various

sources.  The  data  points  are  cross-checked  across  several  sources.  Once  again,  if  any

inconsistencies  are  found,  the  system  automatically  generates  alerts  that  demand  human

verification. An Intratec analyst must then check the inconsistency and confirm the correct data.

Once raw data integrity is attested, the data are transformed through automated workflows, which

convert  units  and  currencies  to  the  ones  usually  employed  as  industry  standard  or  defined  as

default  by  Intratec.  More  information  about  measurement  units  and  currencies  employed  is

provided further in this document.

Finally, data are formatted according to the database standards and loaded to our databases. At

this moment, data are ready to be used within calculation models.

When dealing with critical  data for  decision-making,  as Intratec does,  it  is  obvious that  sources

reliability  is  key.  Therefore,  Intratec  continuously  works  to  assure  the  quality  of  our  data  in  the

following ways:

* To increase the number of sources evaluated. 

* To  increase  the  usage  national  governments’  statistics  bureaus,  foreign  trade  agencies,

international organizations, as well as other recognized institutions.

* To improve data validation. 

* To ensure the quick replacement of any discontinued source.
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Intratec Water & Utility Cost Limitations

Intratec Water & Utility Costs presents valuable utilities cost estimates that can be a useful guide in

a  number  of  situations  for  various  activities  as  mentioned  before.  However,  it  is  important  to

highlight that every estimate has its limitations and knowing such limitations is crucial  to use it

correctly.

* The  values  presented  are  estimates  and  do  not  necessarily  characterize  particular  contract

prices, spot transactions or spot bids in the locations specified.

* The  estimates  provided  are  based  on  certain  assumptions,  which  were  provided  in  this

methodology  and  should  not  be  relied  upon  as  a  precise  representation  of  actual  numbers

considering different assumptions. Actual cost data may vary from the estimates due to a number

of factors, including changes in underlying assumptions, market conditions, and other unforeseen

circumstances. 

* The estimates are provided for informational purposes only and do not constitute professional

or investment advice. We recommend that you conduct your own independent analysis and seek

the advice of qualified professionals before making any decisions based on these estimates. We do

not  guarantee the  accuracy or  completeness of  the  estimates and disclaim any liability  for  any

losses or damages that may arise from the use of these estimates.

Important Considerations

Data Corrections

Intratec is  committed to accurately  presenting reliable and representative utility  cost  data;  thus,

occasionally, following online publication of information, final cost data might be corrected due to

(i)  changes in official  statistics released by countries/organizations;  (ii)  changes in Intratec data

methodology; (iii)  errors during data collection and processing. Whenever such rare data reviews

are  made,  they  will  be  reported  in  the  release  notes,  available  at  https://medium.com/intratec-

release-notes.
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Ethics and Compliance

Independence and impartiality  are  central  to  Intratec and what  we do.  Intratec has no financial

interest in the cost of the utility commodities on which it reports; our goal is to reflect the actual

market level of those commodities. 

All Intratec employees are required to annually confirm the absence of any personal relationships

or  financial  interests that  may serve to influence or  even be perceived to impact  their  ability  to

perform their jobs as objective, impartial and effective individuals.

Review of Methodology

The publication of reliable, distortion-free costs that are representative indicators of market values

is  any  methodology’s  overriding  goal.  To  achieve  that  goal,  Intratec  employees  perform regular

examinations of our methodologies and frequently speak with those in the industry. In addition to

this  ongoing  review  of  methodology,  Intratec  undertakes  at  least  an  annual  review  of  all  of  its

methodologies and methodology documents.

As  necessary,  this  process  includes  periodic  reviews  of  commodities  covered  based  on  a

qualitative  analysis  of  liquidity,  visibility,  consistency,  and  quality  of  market  data,  as  well  as

industry use of Intratec’s assessments. These analyses include:

* Appropriateness of the methodology of existing commodities

* Termination of existing pricing series

* Initiation of new pricing series

If merited, an internal discussion will take place which will address changes in or terminations of

existing  commodities  pricing  data,  as  well  as  the  initiation  of  new  data.  If  necessary,  formal

procedures for conducting such changes or terminations will ensue.

Transparency  is  a  non-negotiable  value  at  Intratec.  Thus,  as  important  as  a  solid  and  reliable

methodology, is a clear redaction that ensures that database users can understand both the kind of

data we provide and how we produce such data.  Therefore,  based on the feedback of database

users, the redaction of our methodology is regularly reviewed regarding clarity and simplicity.

Intratec methodology is continuously tested and proven accurate by those who are reliant on our

commodities pricing databases, e.g., chemical and oil corporations, R&D centers, EPC companies,

biotech  startups,  local  manufacturers  and  consultants,  financial  institutions  and  government

agencies.
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